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The interpretation of your astrology chart begins on the following page.
You will find that the interpretation of your chart is written in simple language, uncluttered by
astrological jargon. If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then you exhibit these
opposite qualities at different times in your life. For example, a statement that you are highly sociable and
gregarious and a statement that you prefer solitude seemingly contradict each other; this means that you
vacillate, and need both sociability and solitude at different times.
The astrological factor that the interpretation is based on is also given. The astrological factor is given
for the benefit of astrologers and students of astrology. If you are not a student of astrology, then
obviously the factor will not be meaningful to you, and you can ignore it.
If you find this interpretation of your birth chart interesting and informative, you might want to discuss
your birth chart with a professional astrologer to learn more about the astrological influences on your life.
*********************************

Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. For the
benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:
Sun
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Chapter 1: General Characteristics
Your fundamental needs, values, and orientation towards life are symbolized by the four astrological
elements. Each person has their own unique balance of these four basic energies: fire (warmth,
inspiration, enthusiasm), earth (practicality, realism, material interests), air (social and intellectual
qualities), and water (emotional needs and feelings).
Your "elemental make-up" is described below. Remember that most people are "unbalanced" or
lopsided, and if you are lacking or deficient in a certain element (or elements), it simply means that you
need to consciously develop that aspect of yourself to learn to appreciate and/or to work harder in that
dimension of life.
Sometimes we overvalue the element that we are least endowed with, sensing it as a lack within
ourselves, but more often we neglect or ignore it. The qualities described below will be reiterated and
explained in more detail in the following chapters.
You value order and security in your life and prefer dealing with known quantities, following clearly
defined guidelines in order to achieve your aims. Reason rather than emotion rules you, and you think in
clear, practical, no-nonsense terms. You are uncomfortable with ambiguity, emotional impulsiveness or
extremism, and things which cannot be explained in rational terms. Even spiritual or mystical realms, if
you have any interest in such things at all, must have either some scientific basis or be proven to you
through your own experience and practice.

You think a situation through thoroughly before deciding upon a course of action, assessing and
analyzing the matter carefully, and can be relied upon to come to a fair, reasonable, and sensible solution
to whatever confronts you.
You are able to handle practical matters very efficiently, using both deductive reasoning ability and
manual skill. However, it is easy for you to become overly "adult" and to lose touch with the
spontaneous, playful, vibrant, and childlike side of yourself. You can become too organized and
controlled, not allowing your emotions or creative, playful impulses full expression, and a certain dryness
or emptiness will result. You need to learn to appreciate a certain degree of "creative chaos"!
You are likely to be overly humble or unsure of yourself and to look to others for inspiration,
motivation, reinforcement, and approval. Tending to be somewhat passive, you must learn how to take
initiative and motivate yourself.
A lack of warmth (either physically, emotionally, or both) may be evident in you, which can show itself
physically as a low energy level, paleness and lack of color in the skin, or a tendency to be easily chilled,
and emotionally as a marked coolness or aloofness with little spiritedness, joyfulness, or enthusiasm for
living. Eating warming, spicy foods, living in a warm, sunny place, and using fire in your daily life (lighting
candles, using a wood stove or fireplace for heat) can help balance you. Also, spending time with warm,
cheerful, positive-minded people and developing a philosophy based on spiritual optimism can stir up
your own zest of life.
Positively, you are unlikely to be egocentric and have a capacity for great patience and peacefulness.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 1:
Air and Earth are Strong (F,E,A,W Scores = 2,20,15,12)
Fire is Weak (F,E,A,W Scores = 2,20,15,12)

Chapter 2: How You Approach Life and How You Appear To Others
The following is a description of your basic stance towards life, the way others see you, the way you
come across, the face you show to the world. In Chapter 3 you will read about the "The Inner You:
Your Real Motivation", which describes the kind of person you are at heart and where your true
priorities lie. Read this chapter and the next one and compare them - there may be significant differences
between them, in which case "the inner you" may not shine through and others are in for some surprises
when they get to know you at a more than superficial level. This chapter describes the costume you
wear, your role in life, while Chapter 3 talks about the real person inside the costume.
Cautious, prudent, and rather self-contained, you are a person who approaches life realistically and
who is not inclined to take foolish chances or get carried away by the overly optimistic or idealistic
schemes of starry-eyed dreamers. In fact, you frequently have a jaundiced view of such things. You are
rather worldly-wise at a fairly young age, even something of a cynic. Often the world doesn't seem like a

safe, friendly place to you, and you tend to approach life in a guarded, conservative manner. You are
generally calculating and careful, and are rarely spontaneous, fluid, open, and childlike.
You are pragmatic, shrewd, and an excellent strategist, carefully planning your moves for maximum
effectiveness and advantage. You are willing to work long and persistently for what you want and you
often do things the hard way. You do not expect others to take care of you and sometimes refuse or
simply don't seek any outside help. You are often very ambitious, but quietly so. There is nothing
flamboyant or flashy about your approach. You are very responsible, conscientious, and very concerned
with your duties to others and how you appear in society, your "rank" so to speak.
To others you seem mature, serious, quiet, reflective, and emotionally detached. You dislike sloppy
sentimentality and won't openly display your feelings, especially the softer ones. You like to always
appear poised and in control and hate to show any weakness, vulnerability, or chinks in the armor.
You respect tradition and the time-honored way of doing things, and you feel there is much to be
gained from studying history and also by learning from older, more experienced people. A wise mentor
or father is often your guide in life, and you in turn develop a great deal of hard-earned wisdom which
you like to impart to younger people.
You have a stern, authoritarian, no-nonsense aspect to your personality. You expect much from
yourself and may not give yourself enough room to experiment and make mistakes.
You also tend to be rather close-fisted, to save and conserve your money and resources rather than
spending, enjoying, or splurging with them. You spend money on things of quality and of lasting value,
things which are good investments, but not frivolous, temporary pleasures. There is a bit of the ascetic in
you. You have great self-discipline and self-control and can "do without" very well. Your tastes are
generally understated and simple.
Though you may have other, more colorful and imaginative sides, the face you show the world is
modest and rather conservative.
You appear confident and self-assured and you make a clear, strong impression on others. You are
very concerned with the impact you make on others and with getting personal recognition, sometimes too
much so. You tend to dominate in relationships and to be oblivious to others' points of view if they differ
very much from your own.
The effect of your childhood experiences, and the beliefs and attitudes you learned while young, are
clearly apparent in your demeanor. It's all right on the surface, but when trouble arises you seem childish
and needy. When you're in smoother waters, you appear to have a vulnerable, trusting nature that brings
out the mothering instinct in other people.
At times your feisty spirit, aggressiveness, and a too-forceful approach get you into trouble. You tend
to take offense when none was intended. you may be viewed as a troublemaker, an upstart, or an egotist
with little concern for others. Moderate your temper to avoid constant irritation with those in your
environment.

You are very receptive to the influence of your environment, giving other people a chance to exploit or
use you. You have the ability to tune into the events around you, but also should be careful not to
overreact to the intentions of others.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 2:
Capricorn Rising
Sun Conjunct Asc.
Moon Opposition Asc.
Mars Square Asc.
Asc. Conjunct Mercury/Neptune

Chapter 3: The Inner You: Your Real Motivation
Many of the traits described in Chapter 2 are emphasized again below. Do not allow yourself to
become so responsible and mature that you do not find a little time to play also.
Serious, disciplined, and quietly ambitious, you are
driven to prove yourself and to achieve material
accomplishments and success. Your work, your position
in the world, and your contributions to society are very
important to you. You will persevere through enormous
hardship and frustration in order to reach a goal you have
set for yourself, and you often sacrifice much in the area of
personal relationships and home life in order to do so.
You have a thoughtful, quiet, and self-contained
disposition and do not readily show your inner feelings
and needs. You seem to be always in control, capable,
efficient, and strong. You are often the person in the family
or group who is given more responsibility (and more
work) than the others. You are highly conscientious and even as a child you possessed great maturity,
soberness, and worldly wisdom.
You are basically a pragmatic realist, and though you may have all sorts of dreams, ideals and colorful
theories, you feel that the ultimate test of a concept is its practical usefulness. You have an innate
shrewdness and business sense, and there is a bit of the cynic in you as well.
You are clear-headed, detached and objective, and are not swayed by emotional dramatics. Often
you are authoritarian -strictly fair, but without mercy. You have a great respect for tradition and even if
you do not agree with certain laws, you will abide by them or work to change them, but never flagrantly
disregard them. Careful and conservative, you play by the rules.

You are subtle, understated, quiet, deep, not easy to know intimately, and never superficial. You are a
modest person and sometimes overly self-critical. Giving yourself (and others) permission to feel, to play,
to be spontaneous and silly, and to be weak and vulnerable sometimes, isn't easy for you.
Your strong points are your depth and thoroughness, patience, tenacity, and faithfulness. Your faults
are a tendency to be rigid and inflexible, and too serious.

You have a clear sense of yourself and therefore convey a strong impression to others of who you are
and what you want. Assertive and self-motivated, you can be a leader - one whom others look to for
direction - but you compete and often clash with other strong individuals. You feel a need to be in control
of your own life and you can be too self-involved, too immersed in your own interests, and oblivious to
others at times.
Feelings of personal inadequacy, inhibitions, and self-doubt often plague you. You have a cautious,
careful, realistic attitude toward life and are highly responsible and disciplined with regard to your
obligations and duties. You tend to work and struggle more than you need to, and to take yourself too
seriously.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 3:
Ascendant in Capricorn and Sun in Capricorn
Sun in Capricorn
Sun in 1st house
Sun Square Saturn

Chapter 4: Mental Interests and Abilities
You are a progressive thinker, open and receptive to
new technologies and breakthroughs in science, and the
latest discoveries in any field. You have high expectations
and a deep belief that mankind's problems can be solved
through the use of our creative intelligence and inventive
mind. You have no patience for those whose
conservative, unimaginative outlook limits their capacity to
find solutions and envision a better future. You also like to
keep abreast of current developments in world affairs, for
you instinctively know that what happens in one part of
the world affects everyone. You have a strong
humanitarian impulse. Practically speaking, you have an
aptitude for organization and enjoy being involved in

cooperative endeavors or businesses that are
contemporary and innovative.

You are quite verbal and communicative and eager to get your own ideas and opinions across to
others. You say what is on your mind. Others see you as a lively, intelligent person, and perhaps
something of a chatterbox at times.
You appreciate aesthetics and have a fine sense of form, design, and beauty. You could develop
considerable technical skill as an artist, designer, craftsman, or creative writer. You could also sell
objects of beauty - artistic products, cosmetics, jewelry, etc.
You have the ability to please and harmonize well with others and tend to ameliorate relationships
between people. Your sense of humor, tact, and personal charm are of great benefit to you in any work
with people on a one-to-one level.
Although your tact was commented on above, you can also be very direct, even brutally frank, in the
way you communicate, as mentioned below.
You speak clearly, decisively, and convincingly, and thoroughly enjoy a vigorous discussion or debate.
You would be an effective lawyer or public speaker, a salesman of ideas. Others tend to listen to you
and follow your lead, and you have a talent for directing people and making decisions. You also have an
aptitude for writing, especially criticism or satire.
You have an abundance of ideas, interests, and plans for the future, and may find it difficult to focus on
any particular area. You are not a specialist for you seek to get the broad overview, to see the whole
picture rather than closely examining any of its component parts. Philosophy, religion, or other areas of
theoretical speculation interest you.
You also possess foresight, numerous enterprising ideas, and a gambling instinct, all of which
contribute to your success in the world of business. However, your optimism and grand vision can get
you in trouble too; you sometimes promise more than you can deliver, gloss over important details that
come back to haunt you later, and overestimate the potential of an idea or product.
Traveling is a great love of yours, especially if there is a mind-expanding or educational aspect
involved, and you may travel extensively in your work. Consulting or education would be good fields for
you.
Your intellectual interests tend toward the offbeat or unusual. Anything "alternative", innovative,

experimental, creatively inspired, or new is right up your alley. You may not have the patience to study
these things in depth, but you have an instinctive grasp of them. The esoteric sciences like astrology,
numerology, and the like are subjects you could pick up quite easily.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 4:
Mercury in Aquarius
Mercury in 1st house
Mercury Conjunct Venus
Mercury aspects Venus and Mars
Mercury Trine Mars
Mercury Square Jupiter
Mercury Sextile Uranus

Chapter 5: Emotions: Moods, Feelings, Romance
You respond very much to the emotional tone and
atmosphere around you, and can be dominated by your
fluctuating and unpredictable moods. You often appear
irrational to others because you cannot always explain the
reason or source of your feelings. Anyone who lives with
you must accept your ups and downs and appreciate your
need for times of withdrawal.
You are also very sympathetic and understand the
unspoken feelings and needs of others. You take slights
and rebuffs very personally and though you may forgive a
transgression by a friend or loved one, you never forget it.

You have a sympathetic nature and instinctively reach out to people in need of help. You also have a
deeply ingrained tendency to want to improve or "fix" other people's lives, which can be annoying to the
person who has no desire to be changed or "helped" in this way. For you, affection and caring must be
expressed in tangible acts or service of some kind.
You are temperamental and impatient and can be very difficult to live with. You tend to respond with a
temper tantrum (overt or subtle) if your desires are frustrated. You become very irritable and badtempered if you do not have enough vigorous physical activities or other outlets for your aggressive, feisty

spirit.
Although you are impetuous and easily provoked (as mentioned above), you also have a goodnatured, live-and-let-live attitude and a sense of humor, which balances that. While hotheaded at times,
you are usually a good sport.
You are easygoing, agreeable, and tolerant, willing to overlook others' mistakes, forget the past, and
begin again on a positive note. You enjoy making others comfortable and happy, and sometimes overdo
your generosity. You often feel that "everything will turn out all right no matter what I do", and so become
lazy and lackadaisical.
You are open and unconventional in your attitude
towards love, romance, and sex. You enjoy socializing,
bringing people together, and having many friends of both
sexes. You value friendship very highly and are, in fact,
more comfortable being a friend than a lover. You desire
an intellectual rapport or spiritual bond with your love
partner, but deep intimacy and emotional bonding do not
come easily to you. The role of "husband" or "wife" in the
traditional sense doesn't appeal to you, and you abhor
jealousy and possessiveness since you feel that no person
truly "belongs" to another. You appreciate a love partner
who will allow you plenty of freedom and is not very
emotionally demanding.

You are very much aware of your personal appearance, attractiveness, and charm, and you can be
rather narcissistic. On the other hand, you are concerned with getting along with others and you have a
pleasing, agreeable manner that people find quite appealing. You use tact or charm to get what you want
rather than intense effort or force. Your desire for love and affection colors everything you do.
You share freely whatever you have, and your friends know they can always count on your generosity
and support, both emotional and material. Your good-hearted acceptance and tolerance of others'
foibles goes a long way in maintaining harmony in your relationships. You also have a lazy streak and
sometimes avoid confronting difficult issues in relationships simply because it seems like too much trouble
and too petty. You like to socialize and will use any excuse to celebrate with friends. You cannot tolerate
too much restriction by your love partner, and encourage your partner's freedom as well.
You are warmly romantic and openly express your appreciation and love of the opposite sex, though
rarely in a crude or insensitive manner. You enjoy playing matchmaker and bringing people together

romantically. Fulfillment and harmony in love is likely for you because you know what you want and need
in a romantic sense and express those desires honestly.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 5:
Moon in Cancer
Moon in 6th house
Moon Square Mars
Moon aspects Mars and Jupiter
Moon Trine Jupiter
Venus in Aquarius
Venus in 1st house
Venus Square Jupiter
Venus Trine Mars

Chapter 6: Drive and Ambition: How You Achieve Your Goals
You seesaw between being too pushy, confrontational,
and insistent on doing things your way, and being too
eager to please, without a clear, definite goal of your own.
You strive for a balance between acting independently
and assertively - and working cooperatively and
interdependently with others. You may feel frustrated at
times that you cannot simply do what YOU want to, that
you must always accommodate the needs and desires of
others. Or you may feel hesitant to act in a positive,
assertive manner if you do not have the support and
approval of other people. Either way, you are not a loner.
You achieve your goals by collaborating and joining
forces with others, by being a team player. You are very
concerned with the concept of fairness and become quite
indignant and vocal if you sense someone is being taken advantage of. You avoid extremism and favor a
balanced, moderate approach to living. You are unlikely to push yourself too hard or to become
fanatically driven to reach your goals.

You meet numerous challenges and possibly defeats in pursuit of your goals and desires, and your
setbacks often occur because you've been too rash or intent on working your own will regardless of the
impact on others. You are intense and passionate, and simply don't know when to stop sometimes!
Recklessness with others can be a problem for you.
Others may find you a bit strange and conditions in your immediate surroundings may not be as
harmonious as you would like them to be. Not very assertive about protecting your interests, you could
attract people who will take advantage of you.
You are able to do your work and take responsibility for overcoming your own problems and
challenges in life, while at the same time being open to spiritual comfort, aid and guidance. A good
balance between being well-grounded and being receptive to spirit or the inner world is working in your
favor. Enjoying simplicity and cultivating peace enable you to evolve and to work through your
challenges.
In your professional life you are apt to have a great deal of recognition and success. Early on in your
career, important and influential people in your field are apt to notice you and help you along. At some
point, you yourself are apt to be quite an influential person -- at least in your chosen line of endeavor.
You are headed for a leadership role.
Optimistic and adaptable, you know how to take advantage of opportunities and may find and apply
unconventional methods to the solution of problems. You like variety and change and have a very good
understanding of things.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 6:
Mars in Libra
Mars in 8th house
Mars Conjunct Neptune/N. Node
Saturn Sextile Neptune
Sun Sextile MC
MC Conjunct Jupiter/Uranus

Chapter 7: Growth and Expansion: Areas That You Enjoy

Your strength lies in your unwillingness to settle for
superficiality or shallowness in any area of your life. You are
unafraid of going to extremes and experiencing the depths.
The mysterious and the unknown are very attractive to you.
Your intuitive understanding of others' inner drives and
motivations is highly developed also.

You are very open-minded and deeply curious about distant places and ways of thinking and living
that are different from your own. The urge to travel widely and to experience as much of the world as
possible is very strong in you. The study of philosophy or religion also interests you a great deal. You
benefit from your contact with other cultures, and you may be involved in linking those who are far apart
geographically or philosophically.
A certain element of luck seems to surround you and you could be lucky in some unusual endeavors.
You have the correct grasp of situations that present themselves and instinctively know the right time for
action.
You are inclined to look on the positive side of things and always are hopeful for the future. You like
simplicity, are modest, and content to live a plain and ordinary life. Having a sense of tradition, you may
be partial to history or religion.
You tend to have unusual objectives as well as unusual success. You have the ability to create
concepts for reaching success and others recognize you for your personal accomplishments and
achievements. You are likely to attain financial power.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 7:
Jupiter in Scorpio
Jupiter in 9th house
Jupiter Conjunct Mars/Uranus
Jupiter Conjunct Saturn/MC
Jupiter Conjunct Pluto/MC

Chapter 8: Areas That Challenge You Or Are Difficult For You

You take your personal relationships so seriously that
they may seem more like work, constant effort, and
compromise, rather than a free and enjoyable sharing.
You may feel that relationships in general require more of
you than they are worth, and you enter into any close
relationship cautiously and conscientiously. You also fear
entrapment in close relationships.

Fear of the unknown, of change, and/or of death may plague you. You strongly resist changes and
transitions rather than greeting them with curiosity or a spirit of adventure, which makes them much
harder for you.
On another level entirely, you are very careful about joining forces, and especially your material
resources, with others. You want to keep your own and other people's property and assets very distinct.
You are suspicious of groups, crowds, and social organizations. You are quick to notice social games
and insincerities, and you avoid the limelight and glamour. You are direct and to the point in speech and
manner, stubborn and inflexible, and often unwilling to communicate your innermost feelings and thoughts.
Because of your inner reserve and basic shyness, you appear to lack adaptability and are a bit
inhibited in dealing with other people. Your approach is somewhat serious and it is difficult for you to
face the public.
Now we will discuss patterns of behavior which you instinctively and habitually revert to when under
stress - a mostly unconscious process and one which you are apt to overdo because it is so familiar and
thus easy for you. The direction you need to follow in order to develop balance, greater awareness, and
wholeness is also described.
When under stress you are apt to close down the flow of your emotions, ignoring your needs and
feelings in order to do what you perceive as your duty or simply what the practical realities of the
situation require. This can lead to a certain rigidity and hardness. If overdone, self-control, self-discipline,
or an exaggerated concern over what society, family or others expect of you makes life more a burden
than an adventure.
Developing tenderness, caring, feeling, and the feminine, nurturing aspects of yourself is an important
step in your unfolding. You need to learn how to nourish and lovingly attend to both yourself and others.
Letting yourself be taken care of sometimes is okay!
The arena you are most likely to wrestle with these issues is in your marriage and other intimate, one-

to-one relationships. You may see the qualities you need to develop more fully (described above) in your
partner. It is important for you to recognize, appreciate, and listen to the people in your life who express
such attributes, as well as developing them yourself. Put energy and attention into learning about others,
and about yourself through others.
The specific habits which are likely to hold you back, or which you are prone to overdo, especially
during stressful periods, include:
Being excessively egocentric or proud, needing personal recognition and applause, wanting to be center
stage all of the time, needing to be important and special.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 8:
Saturn in Libra
Saturn in 8th house
Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Saturn Conjunct Sun/N. Node
N. Node in Cancer
N. Node in 7th house
N. Node Opposition Sun

Chapter 9: Originality and Imagination
Areas Where You Are Creative, Unique, Unstable, or Compulsive
You are likely to have a career that is highly unusual or that somehow challenges the mainstream of
society and the status quo. Being an instrument for progressive change in the world is your role, whether
in a humble or grand manner. You need to shake things up wherever you are. You also may change
careers, life direction, and your long range goals many times in your life.
You are idealistic in your social and political outlook, and your ideals may impel you to join clubs,
organizations, communities of like-minded people, or groups that share your vision and your concerns.
You have strong philosophical views and there are times in your life when you passionately crusade
for a cause that you deem noble and of utmost importance. Although your intentions are good, you are
not as objective as you think you are, and your views are more colored by personal experiences and
concerns than you realize. Nevertheless, you can also be instrumental in bringing about positive change if
you can avoid being dogmatic. Also, you may radically change or revise your own personal beliefs, even
your most cherished convictions, many times during your life.
You tend to be somewhat self-willed and may find it difficult to get along with others. Frustrated with
your environment, you are likely to have frequent disputes. You want to free yourself from restrictions
and obligations that hold you back.
You are high-strung, easily upset and strongly influenced by the conditions in your environment. At

times your blind enthusiasm could be detrimental, but on the other hand, your urge to act could also be
inhibited.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 9:
Uranus in 10th house
Neptune in 11th house
Pluto in 9th house
Uranus Conjunct Saturn/Asc.
Neptune Conjunct Sun/Uranus

Chapter 10: Generational Influences: Your Age Group
In this chapter we will discuss characteristics and traits of your generation. Of course, you may not
share all of the characteristics of your generation, but you are greatly affected by the tone that is set by
your generation.
The first topic is "The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group". In this section we will
describe a deeply felt urge, even compulsion, of your age group. This deeply felt drive comes to the
surface with great force and power, and consequently leaves in its wake considerable upheaval and
change. The second topic is "The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group", that describes the dreams,
fantasies, and spiritual aspirations of your age group. The third and last topic is "What is New and
Different in Your Age Group", which describes areas in which your age group tends to be innovative,
inventive, unusual, and also where it may be unstable and unreliable.
The characteristics described below may affect a group of people for anywhere from a few years to
about 30 years. There are one or more different astrological factors described in each of the three
sections below.

The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group

You are part of a 12 year group of people who are
deeply interested in personal relationships. Your age
group has a deeply-rooted yearning to see people relating
and communicating with each other effectively and
harmoniously. There is little egotism and a willingness to
hear the other person's side of the story and a readiness to
compromise and arbitrate different points of view. In fact,
the need for harmonious, peaceful relationships is so
strong that there is a tendency to overlook real differences
and to focus only on the similarities in an attempt to bring
different parties into harmony with each other.
Interest in psychology and sociology is high in your age
group. There is a tremendous heightening of awareness of
social skills. Your age group will experiment with different marriage styles, family relationships, and even
business relationships in an attempt to bring fair treatment and effective communication between people.
Interest and appreciation for other cultures is also strong, and your age group will work hard to preserve
and support the cultural heritage of all ethnic groups.
Your strong yearning for equitable and harmonious relationships is also reflected in major
advancements in trade agreements, arms control, and international cooperation that are designed and
implemented by your generation. These agreements and policies foster a much safer and more
cooperative environment for all, although there is also a tendency for greedy individuals to take
advantage of the conciliatory atmosphere and twist situations to their own ends.
In short, you are part of a generation of individuals who are deeply interested in other people; you are
a humanistic and humanitarian group. You will struggle and experiment with personal relationships, and
forge new models for how people can relate as friends, family members, and members of nations as well.

The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group

You are part of a 14 year group of people that are
extremely idealistic and farsighted in their dreams. Your
age group is very liberal and expansive in outlook, and
consequently churches become much more flexible and
more eclectic in their approach during your life time.
Religions that do not adapt to the broad-minded attitude
of your age group simply are unable to attract very much
interest and involvement from you.
A great deal of metaphysical musing and speculation is
evident in your age group, and there is a very strong
interest in all manner of psychic phenomena, UFO's,
prophecy, etc. This interest will open many new doors
and insights, but will also often lead to a great deal of
fantasizing and speculation that is taken more seriously than it should be.

The entire generation to which you belong has tremendous opportunities for spiritual rebirth and
awakening. This will not be forced upon you or precipitated by unavoidable events, rather it comes from
an inner yearning and a natural propensity to seek the depths.

What is New and Different in Your Age Group
You are part of a 7 year group of people who are
extremely enterprising and forward-looking. You are
optimists and explorers. Your age group shoots for the
stars, figuratively and literally. Space exploration takes on
new dimensions as your age group pushes fervently to the
next frontier. There is a buoyant and youthful optimism
and enthusiasm in your group, and you have your share of
great discoveries as well as pipe dreams and
disillusionment. The discoveries and contributions,
however, are many, and more than compensate for the
failures.

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 10:
Pluto in Libra
Neptune in Sagittarius
Neptune Sextile Pluto
Uranus in Sagittarius

